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How does it work?

Extremely short explanation.

Strings and bow generate vibrations.
The goal is to transfer the vibrations in to sound waves.
There is a wooden box with two sound boards.
The bridge connect the strings to the two sound boards. 

Frequency range is four octaves.
This means that the lowest frequency is 16 times slower than the highest ,if all 
other variables stay the same.
So to tap in to the energy of all vibrations you need different connections.

The legs of the bridge are connections for the high and low frequencies:
A flex hinge (thin part in the wood )makes the up/down movement of the 
“Sound-post”  possible

Both sound boards act as a nonliniear spring.
For high frequencies you need a fast connection
A smaller surface, lighter and with a “short spring” 

For low frequencies you need a slow connection:
A larger surface, may be heavier and with a “long spring”.

Wood is elastic and is used as a spring and surface in one.
The thickness in the profiles of the sound boards are inverted.
This gives both sound boards total different natural frequencies.
The bridge also connect the sound boards to each other, so these natural 
Frequencies combine in to a complex soundscape.
Both boards need to have the same mass in order to properly work together.
Mass is also an indication for equal elasticity in the boards.

The sound boards will transfer energy to the surrounding air.
This absorbs energy and reduces the hills and valleys of natural vibrations 
(Resonance)  from the sound boards.
This results in a more even enhancement of the sound.
Two bracings spread the load of the strings on to the sound boards.

  

“X ray”  back 

“X ray”  top

Flex hinge

Bracings

Area for high frequencies
Area for low frequencies
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Classic violin

A connector connects two or more elastic bodies and is it self not elastic.
All elastic bodies dependent on the same frame.
In the Dutch violin you do not need a tailpiece.
For now is not in the way.
That leaves one connector: the bridge.
This is complex but reasonably predictable. 

In a classic violin there are two connectors: The bridge and sound post. 
The tailpiece is also considered to be essential.
This all adds up to a hole other level of complexity.
I do not want to go that way. ( See sound boards, strings)

Elastic body

Connector

2 way enegry flow 

1 way enegry flow 

Generators

About elastic bodies
Dependent and independent elastic bodies

A vibrating elastic body is constantly converting kinetic energy into potential energy and vice versa.

Independent elastic bodies  move freely, their connections enable that.
Bell, Tuning fork, Gong, Marimba and Vibraphone to name a few.
They all will ring happily in zero gravity even without a frame to keep them in place. 

Dependent elastic bodies need a frame  to store/maintain potential energy in order to vibrate. 
A string is a clear example. In a violin there are only depended elastic bodies.  
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                           The Frame
  
The most underrated part of the violin.

183 gram: the neck and the sides.
The sides alone: 130 grams.

Here is were theory starts to become blurry: 
Dependent elastic bodies need a frame and frames are not supposed to move, but 
this one does:
This frame alone does not hold ± 24 kg string tension.
The sides will transfer energy trough the frame from one sound board to the other.
One sound board can weigh from ±70 To ±100 Grams. 
This is why I use sound boards of the same weight. 
They can act as each others counterweight.
The hole sound box is the frame.

The strings are to light to be directly affected (all 4 of them: ± 2,5 gram)
I made the frame of the Dutch violin extremely thick and stiff.
One reason is to make sure that the orientation of the rim of the sound 
boards stays in the same plane. It forces the sound boards to bent, not 
the frame.
This prevents energy to leak into the sides. 

  

The other reason is to have a place where you can attach things:
You can place your chin-rest were ever you want. 
You can have build in electronics.
You can make a strap and have a hand really free.
All those things you don’t do with a classic violin.
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Dependent elastic bodies:1

      The air inside

The air and the shape inside give an instrument its vowels.
For a violin in the low register an :A(lalala) is preferred. The vowel shifts as the tone goes up.
There are two main variables: 

1 The surface of the sound holes , smaller sound holes = deeper sound more like: OH 
With the lip of the Dutch Violin you can change the size of the sound hole.

2 The volume, more volume makes the sound deeper, this change is more profound.
You can taper the sides out to enlarge the volume.

 

This is part of the playground of a violin maker.
Tapered violins are nothing new, changeable sound holes are.
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Those are the parts that took a lot of time.

This is what works:
1 The boards are made of the same tone wood
2 The boards need to weigh the same.
3 The center of  gravity (red line) needs to be near the place of the bridge.  
4  The bridge stands on the highest points of the profiles.
5 The thickness of the profiles is inverted.

There is no reason to believe that this is the only possible solution.
Nor that is the optimal solution. 
Just that this works.

There are horizontal bracings glued in the sound boards to spread the load of the bridge. 
This again is the playground for the violin maker with lots of  possible variations.   

Dependent elastic bodies:2
Sound boards
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Dependent elastic bodies:3
The strings

In order to tension the sting and make it into a elastic body, you need two attachment points.
One of the two attachment points is the bridge.

Tuning    Weight               Tension
    Gram  kilogram
    e  0,38   7,7 kg
    a  0,35     5,5kg
    d  0,45     4,4
    g  1,1        4,9

Those numbers are different per set, this gives just an impression
Total string tension (24 kg) (give or take for a set high-tension strings)
Give a 9,5 kg pressure on the bridge.
Total weight of set violin strings is +/- 2,3 gram.

Harmonics

You can describe the energy in an string as “caught between two mirrors”.
The energy develops in to a pattern containing harmonics .
This is that famous series:
1 fundamental:          the full wave length
2 harmonic  :  1/2 of the wave length
3 harmonic  :  1/3 of the wave length
4 harmonic  :  1/4 of the wave length
5 harmonic  :  1/5 of the wave length

Etc.
It is remarkable that the same series can be found between two (optical) mirrors as shown here.
It begs the question if there is some kind of recursion is taking place in the string......
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Longitudinal component (potential energy):

In a vibrating strings there is also tension cycle, twice the frequency of the fundamental. 
(See parametric oscillation)
In a bowed string the bouncing against the returns is quite energetic.
At the returns the energy does reflect, it does not turn like the transversal pattern.
It causes a longitudinal  wave traveling back to the other return. 
The traveling will be fast but not instantly so that wave arrives a fraction out of sync with the second harmonic. 
This wave represents in fact part of that tension cycle. This cycle is an echo of the transversal movement, convert-
ed in tension. This energy component, superimposed on the transversal energy, can result in a moire-like pattern 
in the volume of the harmonics. 
It could cause that infamous whistling. 
This energy component results in an up-down motion of the bridge.
In bowed instruments this effect is extra strong because of the high (23 degrees) angle of the string over the 
bridge. This is one of the reasons a different set of strings can change the sound considerably.

Double reflection  
Or rotation 180°

Single Refection

Time

Time

                                                      The energy components of a bowed string

Transversal component (kinetic energy):
See Helmholtz.

The bow causes  a wave  bouncing between the returns.
The the speed of the wave and the length of the string gives the frequency.
The energy pattern turns 180 degrees at the returns.
In fact it is a double reflection, one on the longitude and one on the transverse.
Two reflections along two axes ,90 degrees apart, results in a rotation of 180 degrees.
The result looks the same, the process is different. 
The frequency of the fundamental is a full return trip. 
This component results in a sideways movement of the bridge

Double reflection  
Or rotation 180°

Single Refection

Time

Time

Kinetic

Potential
Transversal mirror

Longitudinal mirror
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           Counter phase

Here is a photo of a viol: flat top, flat back , internally 
just like any other bowed instrument.
The salt on the sound-board forms kind of a Chladni 
pattern. With a faint diagonal  under the bridge. That 
is exactly what you don’t want. 
It results in two parts of a surface move close togeth-
er in the same frequency but opposite direction. 
It creates counter phase. Lower frequencies filter 
out. 
To reduce counter phase you can make the sound- 
boards convex shaped, like the modern violin or the 
cone of a loudspeaker.
A profile  in the sound-board (making parts thicker 
and thinner) helps as well, like a marimba sound bar. 
But the two feet of the bridge, moving in opposite 
directions, do not help. This means that, if you feel 
a vibration in the sound- board while playing, that 
vibration does not necessarily add to the sound.

This is solved in the dutch violin with two sound boards.

The Sound-board of this instrument is quarter- sawn 
and book matched. The grain is far from strait and 
yet the Chladni pattern is not affected. This could be 
an indication that the grain direction does not affect 
the sound very much.
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The actual wave lengths in meters show why counter phase happens

In a  marimba sound bar there is only counter phase at the tips.
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The difference between Tartini tones and combination tones.

A combination tone is a psycho acoustic phenomenon of an additional tone or tones that are artificially perceived when two real 
tones are sounded at the same time. Their discovery is credited to the violinist Giuseppe Tartini and so they are also called Tartini-
tones. (Wikipedia.)

256 Hrz = C’     or     256 Hrz ⇒ C’    
Just a question?

For me combination tones are a unconformable mix between physics and listening. I like the patterns that 
combinations make. You can measure that: those patterns are repeating. The length of that pattern equals 
the greatest common divisor of  two or more (wave) frequencies. 
 

The Case of the missing fundamental

Use a tuner.
On my Phone I use “Universal Tuner.”

A Tuner does not look for longest wave (the black line) but is finds the repetition in the pattern. 
(Pink lines)

So you can easily tune the C string on a viola, even if  the tone C does not show in a Fourier analysis.
“No fundamental” could maybe interpreted as white lettering on a tinted background.
(The rest of the harmonics are dancing to the beat of their fundamental leaving a clean gap) 

Tartini Tones
Something completely different.

Combination tones need at least two real tones. Those two tones need to be two independent sources of 
energy. If the two tones are dependent from each other, all bets are off. Then everything depends on the 
interaction  between the two tones.
Tartini tones are a good example 1. They are real measurable tones. In a violin that is a bonus. 

1 An other example is: waves at sea with different frequencies, propelled by the wind.
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Tartini tones

A Violin is a complex system

Note that the two strings on a violin have a lot in common:
They share the (moving) bridge.
They share two more strings and the sound boards) (resonance?)
They share the bow that generate the two tones, 10 mm apart...

Tartini tones are intertwined 

The bow ads energy to the string by means of the stick/slip process.
In this process the frequency dictates the timing; the amplitude the quantity. 
It relies on a delicate balance in direction and tension between bow and string.
This process is very sensitive and can fail, Wolfs* and Whistling as a result.
Using two strings causes a complex interaction between the bow and the two strings.
This can only be stable if the strings somehow synchronize.*
The only frequency the two have in common is the low combination pattern.
So Tartini tones are not just combined but really intertwined. 
This changes the result.

Possible mechanism:

If two players each play a different tone on a violin,
the energy from the bows is evenly distributed over the strings
of the two violins (1)

If  you play two strings with one bow, the two strings interfere with
 each others stick/slip process. This changes the energy transfer. 
The red arrows show were the optimum moments are for the 
energy transfer of the stick and slip process in this case. (2)

The bridge combines the movements.
Both strings get their fair share but not so evenly distributed .
A Tartini tone (pink) is the result. (3)
It looks like that the complex system is able to store more
energy than the two independent strings.

The measurements

On the next pages are some measurements:
Two different  Dutch Violins were used ”4mm” and “nr16”
 Green: The spectrum of the two tones, played separate, one sting at the time. 
 Red:      The spectrum of the two tones, played together as a double stop.
 The overlay shows the differences, not only the Tartini tones but also the changes in the overtones.

* See video’s Metronome on a swing 1 and 2.

1

2

3
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Open A and E string on “Violin 4 mm”. The low A is the Tartini tone. (Fourir analysis)
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The C and the G  on “Violin 4 mm”. The low C is the Tartini tone. (Fourir analysis)
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Open A and E string on “Violin nr 16”. The low A is the Tartini tone. (Fourir analysis)
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The C and the G on “Violin nr 16”. The low C is the Tartini tone. (Fourir analysis)

C
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                                           Timbre

C’est le ton qui fait la musique

For me, the best way to visualize a tone is to use a pendulum.
I used a mechanism to move the paper slowly under the moving pendulum.
This creates the effect of  time. The fact that it is “mixed up” is exactly right.
We only perceive a tone when the individual waves are to fast to hear.
It does show patterns, slower than the actual frequency of the pendulum.
Those patterns evolve during the process

There is an old and very persistent misunderstanding:
Timbre equals wave shape.
It does not.
It is part of a tone we never hear without context: fellow waves that are
not necessarily the same...
A musical tone is the story of a physical  process.
In this process and its patterns we recognize an instrument.
This is why musicians spent so much time refining their tone.
This is why we need a lot of samples to imitate an acoustic instrument.
Using a simple wave shape does not work. 

Usually a tone is separated in 3 parts:
Attack – Sustain – Decay.

It is better to use:
Attack/Release – Development – Decay.

Length of the process

Pattern Length Wave Length
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The last tone from J.S.Bach’s partita for violin solo in b minor. 
I used moiré data in two layers, a trick to show the wealth of information in one tone.

Just a short tone from J.S.Bach’s partita for violin solo in b minor. No two wave shapes are the same (de-
tail)

Fun To Play

This is what it is all about, no fun to play, no music.
The interaction between player and instrument is the only thing that counts.
An instrument needs to invite you to explore and not to disappoint if you do that. 
A nice malleable tone, a good response, nice dynamics, getting what you want, a bit forgiving?
Just to name a few.

So the best instrument is the instrument that can produce the most wave shapes with the least effort?
That works for me.

Frank van der Horst


